It has been shown previously (1-3) that monochromatic ultra-violet radiation produces inhibitory and lethal effects in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae which are approximately the same at each wavelength tested but require quite different incident energies to effect the same degree of reaction at different regions of the ultra-violet spectrum (2).
It has been shown previously (1-3) that monochromatic ultra-violet radiation produces inhibitory and lethal effects in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae which are approximately the same at each wavelength tested but require quite different incident energies to effect the same degree of reaction at different regions of the ultra-violet spectrum (2) .
The present paper deals with these differing energy requirements in the production of a given reaction end-point over the region of the spectrum studied, as an index of the biological or lethal spectrum of yeast.
The effectiveness of ultra-violet energy in producing a given effect, whether it be inhibition of normal colony formation, cessation of metabolic processes such as respiration or fermentation, or the stoppage of growth and cell division, must be intimately related to its absorption by the yeast cell or by the medium upon which the cell grows. No demonstrable effect of irradiating the malt agar medium could be observed. Plates of the medium irradiated for 1 and 2 hours supported normal colony formation of yeast seeded immediately after the exposure. Under the conditions of the tests the effect discussed must be directly upon the yeast cell.
Measurement of the absorption of ultra-violet energy by intact yeast cells was attempted 1 by the method used by Gates (4) in obtain- 1 The opportunity to make these tests and the use of the necessary apparatus w a s made possible through the kindness of Professor W. J. Crozier and Dr. Frederick L. Gates. I am grateful to them for their advice and assistance. 251
ing absorption curves for Staphylococcus aureus and Bacillus coli. A loopful of moist yeast cells was pressed between two crystal quartz plates and the thickness of the layer was measured by interferometry (4, 5) . The specimen was then set up in one optical path of a sector photometer, with a film of glycerol of practically the same thickness between similar quartz plates in the other path as a control. Two beams of light from the tungsten-iron spark source passed through the specimen and the control and were spread by a large quartz spectrograph into parallel spectra in the plane of a photographic plate. The light passing through the control could be varied by means of the sector vane to give a graded series of progressively lower intensities on the spectrogram against which the specimen spectra could be matched in the different wave-lengths.
However, it was found that so great was the difference between the energy transmitted in the two paths that no points of equal blackening could be found on the plates within the range of the sector shutter. A pair of micro-Baly tubes were next used in place of the films, one tube containing an aqueous suspension of yeast cells of moderate density and the other a control suspension of an inert powder (India ink). With this arrangement the length of the control suspension could be varied in conjunction with the sector shutter, or alone, over a wide range of transmitted energy. Points of equal blackening on the spectrogram were obtained by this method, but so great is the scattering and refraction by the chitinous walls of the yeast cells that no significant differences in the relative blackening could be discerned; i.e., when a match at one wave-length (e.g., 3100 A.u.) is obtained all wave-lengths match over the range studied.
Other methods were tried with similar results. Transmission of energy down to 2200 ~.u. indicates that it is probably refracted from cell wall to cell wall and thus masks any characteristic absorption pattern of the cytoplasm.
However, an approximation of the absorption spectrum of the substance or entity within the cell which is so modified by the absorbed energy that injurious effects to the yeast cell result, is obtained by plotting the incident energies required to cause "death" of 50 per cent of the cells (cf. Oster (2)) against the wave-length as shown in Fig. 1 , Curve A. Curve A indicates the different energy levels at the wave-lengths tested and shows a minimum energy requirement between 2600 and 2700/Lu., with another minimum indicated below 2300/~.u. Significant effects were not found above 3022 A.u., and at wave-lengths below 2225 ~..u. the intensity was found to be so low as to be unsuitable for quantitative tests. If we assume that the injurious effects in the yeast cells result from the absorption of light quanta, the significance of Curve A lies in the specific absorption of the different quanta by the cells, and the absorption curve (lethal spectrum) of the substance affected is more conventionally represented by plotting the reciprocals of the energies (Curve B, Fig. 1) . If the limitations are recognized, such an assumption is of value in the analysis of biological reactions in relation to absorbed radiant energy (cf. Warburg (6); Gates (4, 8) ; Kubowitz and Haas (7)).
A comparison of the energies required to suppress budding of 50 per cent of the cells irradiated shows that they range from 457 ergs per ram3 at 2652 ,~.u. to 23,500 ergs per ram.* at 3022/~.u., or roughly a ratio of five times the energy range for S. aureus (4) . The 50 per cent point was chosen because it falls at the most accurately determined part of the curve and because it represents a median index of the inhibitory process in the irradiated cells.
DISCUSSION
Curve B of Fig. 1 is essentially similar to absorption curves of certain enzymes (7, 9) and nucleoprotein derivatives (8) . In the location of its energy peaks on the wave-length scale the lethal spectrum of yeast thus obtained resembles the absorption curve of the pyrimidine bases of nucleic acid, cytosine and uracil (8) . These nucleoprotein derivatives are known to occur in yeast (10) , and Jones and Perkins (11) have shown that cytosine along with guanine and adenine nucleotides can easily be isolated in quantity from yeast nucleic acid.
The suggestion is made that the effects of ultra-violet irradiation may result from the absorption of energy by these nucleoproteins.
